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Former Aged Care Worker Pleads Guilty To Stealing
$132,000 From Resident
By Rianna Manuel (https://hellocaremail.com.au/author/rianna/). Oct 27, 2020
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When Ethel Haines moved into Jacaranda Village aged care home
in the Victorian town of Red Cliffs, near Mildura in 2014, she
expressed concerns about her neighbours taking advantage of
her. As a result, then chief executive of Jacaranda Village, Sue
Lynch and Kaylene Joy Stanborough, administrative assistant at
the time, decided to take on joint power of attorney for Mrs
Haines. In her will, it was stipulated that her money was to be
given to her sister in England.
However, when the 89 year old died, the solicitor in charge of her
estate and funeral arrangements found that the older woman only
had $9000 to her name. This discovery revealed that Stanborough,
tasked with taking care of the older woman’s financial affairs, had
been repeatedly taking money from her bank accounts, totalling
more than $132,000 over 14 months.
Between December 2015 and February 2017, the former care
worker made numerous withdrawals from the older woman’s
accounts, including 24 separate withdrawals in person with bank
tellers, totalling $104,969. Thousands more dollars were
withdrawn by Stanborough even after she left her position at
Jacaranda Village in late 2016.
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Nursing Home Night Staff
Wear Pyjamas To Encourage
(https://hellocaremail.com.au/n
ursing-home-night-staff-wearpyjamas-encourage-residentssleep/) The quest for continual
improvement in the aged care
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Westpac has since reimbursed much of the money to the estate of
Mrs Haines, while Stanborough was unable to pay compensation.
Stanborough has pleaded guilty to obtaining a financial advantage
by deception and obtaining property by deception. Some of the
funds were funneled through the accounts of Stanborough’s
“controlling” former partner David John Maynard, whose
whereabouts are as yet unknown.
Stanborough’s relationship with Maynard ended in late 2017, and
he has been charged with six counts of dealing with property
suspected of being proceeds of crime.
Prosecutor Andrew Grant has requested jail time for Stanborough,
saying that the theft took place over 14 months and demonstrated
a betrayal of the trust placed in Stanborough by Mrs Haines.
Defence council Jim McGarvie has however rebutted the request,
saying that as there is compelling evidence that Stanborough was
a victim of abuse at the hands of a “tyrannical relationship” with
Mr Maynard, she should instead be placed on a corrections order
instead.
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When Dying At Home Isn’t A
Option, Two Doctors From
(https://hellocaremail.com.au/b
ringing-family-together-betterend-life-experience/) Two
childhood friends from
Myanmar, now husband and
wife in Melbourne, are working
together to create a better
solution for palliative care in
Australian hospitals. In a
system under strain and often
unable to accommodate the
personal needs of patients,
industrial designer and invento
Dr Nyein Aung has teamed up
with his wife, geriatrician and
endocrinologist Dr Thinn Thinn
Khine, to design a simple and

Mr McGarvie submitted evidence to the court that Stanborough
had experienced severe trauma from her time as a victim of family
violence, and has since been diagnosed with post-traumatic stress
disorder, depression, anxiety and agoraphobia.
He continued, claiming that during the time of the theft, Maynard
had spent much of the money, with Stanborough keeping some in
her account for living expenses. Since leaving Jacaranda Village
almost four years ago, she has been unable to find work.

cost-effective way to deliver a
more patient-centred end-of-life
experience. Five nights on the
floor Growing...
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Kaylene Joy Stanborough is due to be sentenced on November
18th.
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89 Year Old Bendigo Man Missing Since Sunday Evening
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Police Investigating Tragic
Deaths Of Older Couple In
(https://hellocaremail.com.au/p
olice-investigating-tragicdeaths-older-couplequeensland-home/) An older
couple living in north
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Skye on October 28, 2020 at 7:45 am
I guess you can use DV as an excuse for anything, no matter who you
hurt along the way. That seems to be what I am reading in the media
lately anyway. Stealing from a vulnerable elderly person? Blame the
DV! Robbing people at train stations for drug money? Blame the DV!
Allowed your partner to murder your toddler? Blame the DV! There is a
lot of help available to people trapped an a DV situation so this excuse
is wearing very thin & should no longer be taken into consideration
when sentencing decisions are being made.
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By Dr Melanie Davern (https://hellocaremail.com.au/posts-by-author/373) Oct 27, 2020

Aged Care Isn’t Working, But We Can Create Neighbourhoods To
Support Healthy Ageing In Place
(https://hellocaremail.com.au/aged-care-isnt-working-can-createneighbourhoods-support-healthy-ageing-place/) In 2020, the coronavirus
pandemic has exposed issues and inequities across society. How we plan for
ageing populations and older people is one critical issue that has been
neglected for decades. Fresher-faced youth and families have become the

By Rianna Manuel (https://hellocaremail.com.au/posts-by-author/336) Oct 27, 2020

89 Year Old Bendigo Man Missing Since Sunday Evening
(https://hellocaremail.com.au/89-year-old-bendigo-man-missing-sincesunday-evening/) Concerns for missing 89 year old Herbert McRorie are
mounting since he was last seen in town in Bendigo at around 5:45pm
Sunday evening. Last seen wearing a blue and white flannelette shirt, dark
grey track pants and beige shoes, the older man is known to often be in
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By Sean Rooney (https://hellocaremail.com.au/posts-by-author/249) Oct 27, 2020

Like A Bushfire That Roared Through Aged Care: The Remarkable
Similarities Between Two Devastating Events
(https://hellocaremail.com.au/like-bushfire-roared-aged-care-remarkablesimilarities-two-devastating-events/) As Australia’s bushfire season nears
and the Royal Commission into Natural Disaster Arrangements prepares to
report, there is a common link between the unprecedented blazes that
caused such devastation last summer and our fight against COVID-19. While
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